LESSON PLANS
Period
Subject
Grade(s)

8:20-10:20

Music 12:35-1:05 PE 1:05-1:30

writing tools, clipboards on
carpet, 5 paged writing booklets

Objective

Library 12:00-12:30 MW

objective: I can make a prediction
about my experiment, and write
the steps, what heppened in the
experiment, and what I learned.

How does the sun's movement
cause shadows to change?

addition facts: sums of 10

Boiling water will thaw ice in a
few moments. Skill: modeled
words, multi-suyllable words,

spelling: test

p.206

playing cards, student fact sheets
E (remove jokers, tens, and face
cards)

new vocab: Lake Michigan,
Chicago, temperature, takeoff

CC: peaceful, KWL-insects, What
create and track sun
I Wonder section

Objective
Activity

skill: titles, vocab

read library book about the sun,
discovery ed video??

spelling: phonemic segmentation,
p.209-211
opposite, sentence variations

Assign
Objective
Activity

language/Dolezal

ramp, carpet, yardsticks or
measuring tape, toy car, scientific
process chart

assign 35-1 A/B
35-2

Story background: Temperature
Story: Herman Takes Off for San CC: rush, KWL Insects
Francisco
NE SS# lesson 43
sentences 8-10 modeled words,
2-syllable words, words with
spelling: affixes, ck, review
endings, compound words, mixed
words
coast, galley, perfect, panel

Language/Dolezal
writing

story background: Insects, Facts
About Speed Story: Getting
Ready for Takeoff Skill:
deductions, vocab sentences

Denver, degrees, service,
captain, weather, runway

3:00-3:30

lesson 35-1

Activity

LA 2.3.1a,, 2.1.4, 2.1.4b, 2.1.5, ,
2.1.6, 2.1.6d

reading words, vocab review,
story background, story reading,
paired practice, independent
work

NE SS# lesson 42
Boiling water will thaw ice in a
few moments. Skill: modeled
words, multi-suyllable words,
words with endings, compound
words, mixed words

Wednesday

10:50-11:15
1:45-2:45
Math

Assign

Monday

10:20-10:50
Science

RM

NE SS# lesson 41

Tuesday

WEEK OF: October 15, 2018
Core Connections
Spelling

CC: trays, KWL degrees

written assessment 6

language/Dolezal

Mr. Bellar 2:30 F

continue lesson bend one
session one

weighing objects using
nonstandard units
comparing and ordering objects
by weight
36

sun in the sky

addition 10 to a multiple of 10

p. 212-213

finding missing numbers on a
piece of the hundred number
chart

student booklets from yesterday,
materials, forces and motion

37

Objective

He is supposed to make a
decision in a couple of days.

Activity

story background: Finding the
Directions of a Wind Story: Fly
Spray Fills the Air deductions,
same different

modeled words, multi-syllable
spelling: patterns, phonemic
words, words with endings, mixed
segmentation
words

Assign

Thursday

Assign

Story background: Herman Lands
in San Francisco skill:
deductions, vocab sent
NE SS# lesson 44

objective: I can study mentor
texts to help me with procedural
writing

language/Dolezal

although, copilot, ocean, figure,
weren't

identifying pairs, dividing a set of
2:00 dismissal
Objects into groups of two

2:00 dismissal

website

bags of student facts, 7 socks,
bags of 20 colr tiles

art 10:00

Objective
Activity

begin tracking the moons shape

Assign

How does the shape of the
moorn appear to change?

skill: Titles

floating and sinking

CC: stacked, KWL degrees

NE SS# lesson 45
#11 They were eagar to hear the
announcement. Modeled word, spelling: patterns, phonemic
words with endings, multi-syllable segmentation, test
words, mixed words
Pacific Oceans, Japan, attention,
CC: vocab review
although Story background:
Airplanes and Wind, A Rough

Friday

p. 213b review worksheet

bend 1 session 3 I can come up
with my own experiment by
asking a question and planning
my experiments procedure.
student writing booklets from
previous lessons, lab booklet and
writing tool
shared experiment materials list,
blocks, cars, books, math
manipulatives, previous

